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SHARED SCENE

Lauren walks into the living room to 
see Doc and all his friends hyping 
themselves up getting ready to go out.

LAUAREN:

Y’all look nice! Where y’all going?

DOC:

We’re about to take off to a brunch.

LAUAREN:

Oo can I come?

DOC:

Oh, i forgot to say, this is a

Group:

Boys Brunch

(text graphic appears on 
screen)

LAUAREN:

Boys brunch huh? then why don’t you 
take Dezman

FRIEND:

Im sorry, take who?

LAUAREN:

OHH DEZZZZMAN!

(Dezman appears from no where)

DEZMAN:

I like croissants *soft voice

DOC:

Ummm okay. i think they have that 
there. 



2.

You know what, yea! come with us. we 
can get to know each other

LAUAREN:

Well you guys have fun

IRVING:

Oh we will, cuz itsss

GROUP:

Boyz Brunch!

(everyone jumps for a freeze 
frame)

(dez jumps late cuz he didn’t 
get the memo)

Cut To: laying on her bed
INT. LAUREN’S ROOM

Lauren breaks out her iPad to FaceTime 
her best friend (Name). she is 
complaining about her being left out 
the brunch day

LAUAREN:

I’m just gonna have one of my tindr 
matches to take me out.

NAME:

Ooh which one? The painter?

LAUAREN:

Nah.

NAME:

Not the guy with the fish pic

LAUAREN:

Lol no

NAME:

Then who

LAUAREN:

2.
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*scrolls*

Probably this one

*shows screen*

NAME:

Something has to be off, but fuck it. 
Free meal

LAUAREN:

*snaps* exactly 

NAME:

Ohh want me to tag along as back up

… incognito 

BOTH:

(loudly sing spy song)
Cut To: Boys at brunch

DOC:
Ay! First round is on me! 

*ROUND 1 Graphic*

DEZMAN:
Actually, I’m not really a big drinker. I’m just here for the 
company and atmophere. Oh! And if you need someone to take 
pictures, I can boomerang for ya.

IRVING:
Why he say it like that?

DOC:
Nah come on man! This is.. 

*Boys Brunch Graphic* 

*dez shakes his had and fades into the 
background*

DOC:
(to the boys) I have an idea

3.
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Doc approaches a group of girls and 
whispers to them, formulating a plan 
for flirt with Dezman in order to 
convince him to relax and turn up with 
them. 

Dezman does, and a montage of round 
after round of this EPIC brunch. 
(dancing, belly shots, etc) 

CUT TO:

LAUREN’S DATE

INT. RESTARAUNT 

PRINCE:
You sure did take a while to finally respond back. Haha

LAUAREN:
Yea sorry. Im rarely ever on that app, and things just got so 
busy with the move.

PRINCE:
That’s okay, I’ve been pretty busy with work myself; trying 
to yup into the 7 figures market. *yawns*

LAUAREN:
*sniffs the air and smells something aweful* Do... do you 
smell something?

PRINCE:
Oh, it could be the cheese plate?

LAUAREN:
*sniffs it* no, that’s not it. Oh well, no biggie.

Cut to: Brunch

As all the boys are hurting from 
drinking too much, they gather 
themselves together to head out, they 
try to grab Dezman, but he is no where 
to be found. *insert shots of them 
looking and a shot of Dezman sprinting 
through the streets with a HUGE SMILE 
on his face* 

Cut to: Date

The date continues, with them laughing 
together, him showing that he is a 
genuine gentleman with his head on 
straight. 

4.
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(add moments of Lauren sniffing the air 
and also shots of NAME trying to be 
sneaky and spy but being really bad at 
it) But as Prince walks Lauren to the 
car, they share a moment and lean in 
for a kiss

LAUAREN:
WOAH!!! Who’s ass you been munchin’ on?!

PRINCE:
Excuse me?

LAUAREN:
You’re breath got 100% on rotten tomatoes! No question!

PRINCE:
Are you saying my breath stinks?

LAUAREN:
Yes! Bro! You have 3 dead teeth!! I’m looking at them right 
now

Prince pulls out his phone to look in 
the camera

LAUAREN:
You need to go to the dentist ASAP!

PRINCE:
Dentist are a scam!

LAUAREN:
Excuse me????

PRINCE:
They’re like mechanics at the oil change places. All you want 
is to get a cleaning, and they try to add on root canals, and 
teeth pulling, wisdom teeth extractions, and cavity covers.

NAME steps out from above, where she 
was spying in a tree

NAME:
Bro you sound stupid! Your breath was making my eyes water, 
and I was chilling in a damn treehouse!

The girls laugh and tell him to get 
lost as they return home. 

Cut to: Apartment 

5.
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The boys return home, from a failed 
attempt at finding Dez, and collapse on 
the couch and floor. Lauren and Name 
enter in shortly after.

LAUAREN:
Oh wow. Haha I take it the brunch was a success

Group: 

*drunkenly* Boys Brunch! (insert 
graphic)

LAUAREN: 

Where is Dez

Doc:

We lost him

LAUAREN:

LOST HIM!!

Just then, Dez appears from the hallway 
doing a random task

DEZMAN: 

Im right here. Brunch was fun. 

Everyone looks dumbfounded on Dezman’s 
appearance and the task he is doing. 

Kai:

Boys Brunch. 

(A SILENCE.)

FADE TO BLACK. 
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